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Defining User Terms
Default user term for 616.99471059
You want: **Bone cancer—surgery**
Edit user term for 616.99471059
You want: **Bone cancer—surgery**

- Review default user term, which is based on captions
- Edit User term to match predominant pattern in Relative Index for similar works: Bone cancer—surgery
- Click Update
- Edit User term again to match alternate pattern in Relative Index for similar works: Bone neoplasms—surgery
- Click Add
- Click Set as caption
Result of editing user term for 616.99471059
Bone cancer—surgery
Default user term for 942.10049162
You want: **Irish in London** (history, interdisciplinary treatment)
Edit user term for 942.10049162
Irish in London

- Review default user term, which is based on captions
- Edit User term to match predominant pattern in Relative Index for similar works: Irish—London (England)
- Tip for editing: use radio button for Relative Index entry “London (England)” to get correct MARC coding for geographic term; then place cursor at far left of User terms box and type: Irish--
- Click Update
Result of editing user term for 942.10049162
Irish in London
Comments for Local Practice: Vocational Guidance Materials
Vocational guidance
Scattered!
Create a comment
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Basic comment
Comment now in the record view
Building for local practice:
331.702 Choice of vocation
Browse results for notation
Add local
Add local: no zeros
Locally built: 331.702657
331.702657: Select user terms
In the hierarchy
Revised comment
User Term Enhancements?
User term enhancements?

Would you find it useful to contribute your own user terms for editorially built numbers?
Thank you and have a great ALA
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